Abstract: A modern cockpit is the heart of a complex aerospace system. Representing complex information in a way that pilots can understand effectively remains a challenge. To understand how best to support pilots’ information needs, we face the difficulty of having to study the complexity of the activity itself, the complexity of the environment, and the hidden nature of the information needs of the pilots. This paper shows how a “cue-recall debrief method” can be used as a powerful technique in investigating pilots’ cognitive processes and activities. Moreover, it is claimed (Omodei, Wearing & McLennan, 1997) that this technique has little effect on the complexity of the activity, operating environment and the pilot’s experience. Using this method has uncovered distinct information-evolution stages, references, and strategies that pilots use when flying an automated aircraft.

Introduction
Research shows that pilots have difficulties understanding automated aircraft systems (Sarter & Woods, 1994; 1995). Aviation Human Factors Experts involved in the design of advanced cockpits report that information content and the format of presentation on the interfaces gives little consideration to pilots’ information needs (Newman, & Greeley, 2001). The information content is based on an ad-hoc approach, influenced by previous designs and availability of latest technological trends.

The modern glass cockpit is a complex environment and the tasks required of modern pilots are similarly demanding. A modern pilot must be constantly monitoring the condition of the aircraft. This involves repeatedly switching focus between different instruments and displays, while efficiently guiding the aircraft to its destination and planning for what the aircraft will need to do in the future.

Various forms of analysis have been used to analyse this environment and the demands placed on the pilot. However, such analyses generally divide pilots’ work reducing them into ‘chunks’ in a ‘vertical’ fashion.

However, we argue, that for time critical, dynamic and evolving environments accurate temporal flows cannot be easily preserved using these approaches, as ‘chunks’ cannot adequately depict the information flow that exists the modern cockpit.

Additionally, retrospective interviews and structured questionnaires are common techniques that are used to inform such approaches. The interview, for example, cannot capture the temporal aspects of the aerospace environment and pilots’ activities. The questionnaire is restricted by the predetermined content of the questions, which cannot adapt to the answers of already answered questions by the pilot. These approaches, in most cases, look for confirmation of information that is already known to the researcher. They are poor on discovering from real-time observations and pilots’ own interpretation of information that pilots use, for example the presentation form, frequency, quantity and quality of information.

Methods are required that trace the evolution of information from the beginning to end and that can be used to inform the future design of interfaces of complex systems.

An Evolutionary Approach
To address the last problem we have devised a three-step approach that aims to uncover pilots information needs in the complex domain of aerospace and informs interface design. The first step involves capturing real-time data, where a pilot wears a head-mounted camera whilst flying an uninterrupted flight from beginning to end. The second step, the cued-recall-debrief interview, takes place immediately after the flight where the pilot reviews captured video footage with the researcher. Both of these steps are based on the ‘cued-recall-debrief’ method (Omodei, Wearing & McLennan, 1997), which we have tested and specifically modified for our approach during a preliminary study. The video footage captured from the pilot’s point-of-view provides a powerful stimuli for “… evoking the recall of a wide range of cognitive and affective experiences with minimum distortion of the complexity and dynamics of these experiences” (Omodei, Wearing & McLennan, 1997). This cued-recall-debrief step reveals elements of pilots’ thought processes and tracks pilots’ needs for vital cues and information throughout the flight. The captured video footage is interpreted by the pilot and serves as a guide to a researcher in later analysis, which is the third step of the approach.
An advantage of our three-step approach is that the empirical study and data analysis preserve the complexity of the environment and workflow, but do not influence it or interrupt it. In contrast to other observation studies where the researcher either interrupts the workflow, to ask questions about the thinking process of the operator, or asks the questions after the work has been completed, relying on the operator to recall the right moment and events that followed.

There are three main advantages to this approach (for more details, see Appendix). First, it acquires information without imposing a predetermined structure by a researcher. The structure and the content of information is guided by the events of the flight itself. Second, the probes for cueing pilot’s comments and for identifying pilot’s information requirements are provided through reliving the event by the pilot from his/her own-point-of-view. Third, the approach traces the evolution of information throughout the entire flight without interruption of any activities.

Steps One and Two of the Approach

Set up: Participants flew a full motion level five Hercules C130-J flight simulator on a regular flight from Sydney to Richmond. Each flight lasted between 15 to 20 minutes. Pilots flew one flight with full utilisation of automation and the second flight with minimum use of automation (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot</th>
<th>Automated</th>
<th>Non-Automated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flight</td>
<td>Debrief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1 hour 20 min</td>
<td>1 hour 30 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - Empirical Study set up

All flights for all participants were identical, and included three characteristics:

- A runway change aimed to increase pilots’ workload. It allowed observation of how pilots dealt with new information and how they made changes to cockpit set up.
- Simulation of other traffic, on the radar display and on the radio to make the flight as realistic as possible.
- A cloud base between 1500 to 25000 feet to prevent pilots from seeing the ground at the top of a climb and to encourage pilots to rely on and use instruments throughout the flight. This also allowed pilots switching between instrument and visual operation during take-off and landing.

Rationale: The rationale behind observing an automated and non-automated flight was as follows:

1. Observation of an automated flight shows the problems pilots face and the workarounds pilots have invented to deal with recurrent problems with automation (Heymann, 2002). It also highlights where automation is most useful and is effortlessly used by pilots.
2. It well known that the Standard Operating Procedures that pilots use are devised, at least partly, to help pilots to overcome problems of poor automation design (also referred to as ‘an indirect admittance of poor design’, Demagalski, et al 2002).
3. Observing non-automated flight is less affected by automation-design-induced errors and shows pilots’-ways of dealing with information and ‘pilot-like’ operations, thus identifying activities that are based on deep-rooted ‘flying experience’.
4. It is claimed that pilots use numerous strategies when collecting and using information in the automated and non-automated cockpit settings. Video footage captured both settings.
5. A non-automation fight operation focused on pilots using a more basic level of information available in the environment and the cockpit. In comparison, the fully automated flight focused on how pilots’ obtained their necessary information with an ‘abundance’ of information available.

Rationale behind observation of the whole flight: We have observed the whole flight from ‘power-up’ to ‘power down’ to capture the following phenomena: (1) the aircraft environment is dynamic and time-critical, where current events are affected by past and present events and in turn affect subsequent events; (2) the information is also dynamic, constantly changing and dependent on evolution of all events. It is wrong to separate this information flow. Pilots deal with rising situations that are full of information that is dependent on the progress of the flight. The study of isolated stages of flight does not show the extent of how pilots build on and construct information, how information evolves and how having or not having a specific piece/s of information affects subsequent flight stages.
**Participants:** The study involved observations of two crews (with two pilots in each crew) in a simulator. All participants were male military pilots. Pilots had on average 1600 (SD = 663) total flying hours and had extensive experience (on average 825 (SD = 415) flying hours) on the Electronic Flight Instrument System (i.e., an aircraft equipped with automation). All pilots had similar previous flying experience on both types of aircraft with and without use of automation (see table 2 below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Electronic Flight Instrument Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crew A</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew B</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean of flying hours</strong></td>
<td><strong>1600</strong></td>
<td><strong>825</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 - Flying experience

**Step Three: Evolutionary Data Analysis**

To avoid breaking down data as much as possible we have adapted an evolutionary data analysis technique that tracks links in data throughout the activity. The analysis can be thought of as a spiral, iterative progression through four stages (see Fig. 1: Evolution of the search): (1st Stage) search for answers to posed questions; (2nd Stage) search for commonalities and pattern; (3rd Stage) identify properties transpired; and (4th Stage) search for additional data with transpired properties. Each stage of analysis allows refining the main posed question, hence allowing the uncovering of more detail for each posed question (see Fig. 1).

The main posed questions at the beginning of the analysis are aimed at the direction of interest, without limiting the field of search too early. Each main posed question requires several spiralling iterations to refine the question until the question has been either explored in sufficient detail or it cannot be broken down any further into data that would inform the interface design or additional analysis is not required at this time. The questions become more specific and are refined further with every cycle through the stages (see Fig. 1).

Three main questions posed were:

Q1 – What *information* do pilots use to identify aircraft state?

Q2 – Does the information have *structure* and if so, what is that structure?

Q3 – Do pilots have *strategies* in assembling and using information to identify aircraft state?

Figure 1 shows how the first question (Q1 - Information) is refined through several iterations (see numbered arrows from question to question in Fig. 1). The next two main posed questions (Q2 – Structure and Q3 - Strategy) would go through the same process as the first main posed question in figure 1 (see centre of the figure ‘Q1 - Information’), with the only difference that at the centre of the figure there would be Q2 – Structure and Q3 – Strategy. Both of these questions would require their own iterations through four stages of analysis with surrounding questions aimed to answer the centre main poised question in required detail.

**Results**

The captured video footage (i.e., step one of the approach) and recorded cued-recall-debrief interview (i.e., step two of the approach) were transcribed to one document for each recorded flight for ease of analysis. This video data and the transcript were analysed using the evolutionary four-stage data analysis described above. We give several examples of data analysis for each main posed questions, followed by the summary of all results (see Fig. 2). The proceeding examples show a small proportion of the analysed data. It is timely at this stage to point out that all the analysis was done using real-time video footage and therefore the analysis is not removed from the original data.

**Q1 - ‘What *information* do pilots use to identify aircraft state?**

The analysis began with identifying and collecting data to answer the first main posed question that explored the area of *information* (see centre in Fig. 1). During the first iteration through the data having the posed question in mind, we were looking for words that would identify ‘information’ that pilots use. The first words in the transcript that hinted to answer the question were ‘referenced to’ or ‘referred to’. Around these words, we were likely to identify information that pilots used or ‘referenced’ in flight. Consider the following examples:

Pilot 04:42 M: …also just quickly referencing in for the *airspeed* for our rotate.
Pilot 06:42 M: … Just checking that generally set the right height, above the altitude tape there, checking the cyan figure … all of the reference number in a different colour, that they are the same; any reference figure is all in cyan. So if you see a blue reference number anywhere, that’s it. That’s a reference number.’

1st Stage: Search for answers to posed questions
- What information pilots use to identify aircraft state?
- What other information pilots use to identify aircraft state?

2nd Stage: Search for commonalities / patterns
- Are there similarities among the information that pilots use?
- What are the type of information pilots use to identify aircraft state?

3rd Stage: Identify properties transpired
- Are there similarities among the information that pilots use?

4th Stage: Search for additional data with transpired properties
- Are there similarities among the information that pilots use?

Figure 1 – Evolution of the search

The initial analysis of the above transcript suggests that the pilot is ‘referencing’ specific information, such as the ‘airspeed’ to indicate to the pilot the next action ‘for our rotate’. From the transcript above we can see that the pilot is ‘referencing’ several instruments either to verify current aircraft behaviour or using the ‘referenced information’ to identify the time to activate next behaviour, such as in the example 04:42.

This leads to the second stage of the analysis (see Fig. 1) in which patterns and commonalities in the data are identified. A pattern in timing begins to emerge, for example every two minutes throughout the flight the pilot is ‘referencing’ instruments to establish the aircraft’s behaviour. The pilot identifies pieces of information on individual instruments as ‘references’ to determine the aircraft’s behaviour. This is a commonality among the ‘referenced information’, which we found in the transcript around the words ‘referenced to’ or ‘referred to’. This can be defined as a property of ‘referenced information’.

The third stage of analysis involves identifying the properties of already established information. Thus far, the transpired properties of the ‘referenced information’ are: (1) the information is referenced throughout the flight at similar intervals of time. (2) The information is required to verify current aircraft behaviour. (3) The information is used as a reference (e.g. airspeed or height) to identify the moment of activation for the next behaviour.

The fourth stage involves searching for information that matches the described properties during stage three. Running through the data during the second iteration, keeping in mind the properties described above, the words ‘constantly’, ‘watching’ and ‘monitor’ appear to point at information surrounding them that possess listed properties. Hence, we are searching the transcript further to find words, such as the words ‘constantly’, ‘watching’ and ‘monitor’. Consider the following examples:

Pilot 06:28: … he is constantly watching, if I haven’t busted a height (i.e., pilot jargon for – to break Air Traffic Control altitude restriction), airspeed or a heading or whatever…

Pilot 11:10: … I’m watching the speed caret come up and go above the wing, because we want to accelerate, but as to how much that goes before you get to 210 knots it’s something that I had to constantly monitor, once I got to 210 knots, then I had to pull power back making sure the caret was on the wing. So it did not raise the workload a great deal, but it did a little bit. There is nothing that really tells you after 210 knots at this height that you need to set this power.
From the analysis of a complete flight it appeared that the timing of a pilot’s comments containing words ‘referenced to’ or ‘referred to’, ‘constantly’, ‘watching’ and ‘monitor’, fell into two-minute cycles. The property of all information surrounding these words are also relevant to aircraft behaviour, both verifying current aircraft behaviour (see transcript 06:28) and identifying the moment of activation for the next behaviour (see transcript 11:10). The data is then searched again using the 4th stage of analysis for the words that are similar in meaning to ‘referenced to’, ‘constantly’, ‘watching and ‘monitor’. Doing this, a new fourth property is seen to transpire.

After examining what the data uncovered during the 4th stage, the new property of ‘referenced information’ established itself. The ‘referenced information’ was compared to some other features to establish its correct or required position. This can be observed in the following two comments by the pilots, ‘I’m watching the speed caret come up and go above the wing’ and ‘then I had to pull power back make sure the caret was on the wing’. The ‘referenced information’ here is the speed caret symbol and it is compared to a stationary relatively unchanging reference, the wing symbol on the display.

In both instances the ‘referenced information’ (i.e., the caret) would have no significance if it was not referenced against another feature (i.e., the wing) that was constant and unchanging relative to a monitored symbol. Thus, a new property of the ‘referenced information’ is established, i.e., the reference should be constant, unchanging and relative to another feature. Then again, to make sure it is not only specific to this piece of data, a next iteration through already collected data is required. All data has to be analysed again keeping in mind all four established properties.

Having analysed all captured video footage and transcripts from eight flights (i.e., four automated and four non-automated) it was discovered that the information (i.e., according to the first posed question – Q1) pilots used to identify the aircraft behaviour and to establish the point in time to activate the next event in both flights, automated and non-automated, was the same.

The properties of this type of ‘referenced information’ are:

- It is referenced throughout the flight at similar time intervals (e.g. two-minute cycles)
- It is required to verify current aircraft behavior
- It is required to maintain aircraft behavior
- It identifies specific conditions, limitation or boundaries of the system
- It is used to identify the moment of activation of next event/behavior/maneuver
- It is usually connected to other feature/or relative to them
- It is compared to other constant and unchanging features on the display
- When it crosses another feature it becomes a complete symbol (e.g. the wing and caret)
- Pilots have a picture in mind of how this ‘referenced information’ should align and wait for that moment of alignment to signify the next event

Q2 – Does the information have structure and if so, what is that structure?

The second question is now placed at the centre of Figure 1 entitled ‘Q2 – Structure’. The same iteration through four stages has been undertaken. Initial iterations through data showed that pilots in fact had and used ‘information structures’ that helped them assemble and recall information. These ‘information structures’ became apparent when pilots used similar types of information in the same order. The scrupulous reading of the transcripts and the reviewing the captured video footage, produced the following information structures:

- Air Traffic Control call
- ATIS (i.e., Automatic Terminal Information Service) announcement
- Structure of a navigation plate (see table 3)
- Brief (e.g., Take-off, Landing) also has a structure
- Operating procedures
- Checklists

The ‘structure of information’ was found to be either imposed by something physical in the cockpit, such as a display layout, a navigation plate, or it was imposed by an operating procedure. The table 3 below shows two identified ‘information structures’ (i.e., Take-off brief and Navigation Brief). The real-time data column contains the original transcript from the flight and the ‘cued-recall-debrief interview’ column provides pilots comment on memorising information in a specific order provided on the plate. This ‘information structure’ is also reinforced by the operating procedure, which specifies the order in which the information is read from the navigation plate.
Structuring information appears to be helpful to pilots in recalling and executing actions. Structuring of information happens during ‘briefings’, such as the brief before the flight or take-off. Structuring information helps pilots to remember ‘information’ at crucial points during the flight. Here is an example:

Pilot 17:55: I am also, next thing I’m looking at validating the ILS by that outermarker check height again. And PNF (i.e. Pilot-Not-Flying) briefed a little bit before, as to what the height (i.e. 1295 feet), distance (i.e. 4.7 miles) we were looking for, so that’s a next step.

This transcript shows the ‘information structure’ that is purposefully placed along the timeline of the flight. The events of the flight are announced in the order that they were briefed earlier.

We analysed data from all flights and having iterated through all four stages of the analysis, we again established that the ‘information structures’ pilots used were not different between those used in automated and in non-automated flights.

Q3 – Do pilots have strategies in assembling and using information to identify aircraft state?

Q3 is the last main posed question that focuses on identifying ‘information strategies’ that pilots use to help them deal with vast amounts of information. As from the previous example it can be seen that pilots utilise existing information structures to recall and assemble required information. It appears that pilots use this ‘information strategy’ throughout the flight to assemble ‘referenced information’ (i.e., the information identified in Q1 section).

Another obvious strategy pilots used was a ‘scan’. This ‘information strategy’ was used to collect and update information they already knew about the state of the aircraft. We searched to this word ‘scan’ in the transcript to identify how often and for what type of information pilots use this strategy. The word ‘scan’ appears over ten times in just a single flight transcript. See one example below:

Pilot 04:53: All I’m looking for there on the PFD (i.e., Primary Flight Display), now my focus has come in inside once we are far away from the ground. All I am doing is getting my attitude and heading set on the PFD, so I’m concentrating on putting the climb-dive marker where I want it. Obviously we don’t have any reference information there now, so I am just looking at the reference, the pitch ladder. So that’s all. How many degrees I want & I was looking for about 7 degrees nose up there. That’s usually a good figure to remember. As accelerating at a nice rate, but not to quick, so you are not going to over speed the gear or anything like that. The other part of my scan is looking down at the compass card and quickly referencing and having a look at the level on there as to what heading I am flying.

Pilots also use ‘a scan strategy’ to maintain and to verify the aircraft’s behaviour. Pilots identify, assemble and position ‘referenced information’ in their mind at similar time intervals along a flight timeline prior the flight or during a flight brief. The aligned ‘referenced information’ is then checked during the flight at assigned time intervals for accuracy against initial identified ‘referenced information’.

Pilots also employ ‘a brief strategy’ to construct the information before the entire flight during a pre-flight briefing session and before each significant part of the flight throughout the flight. Pilots are constructing and aligning ‘referenced information’ in their mind, which can either be a visual cue in the environment (e.g. a view of the airport approaching from South) or on the display (e.g. altitude
Pilots would either image or draw the flight on the board before the flight, establishing important ‘referenced information’ (e.g. Navigation point on the display or Altitude). In the example 03:08 (table 3) the pilot uses “…track 015 (i.e., heading) and ATAC (i.e., navigation point) or 1000 feet (i.e., altitude)” as major information ‘references’ to help establish significant points in flight that would indicate the time for an action to be executed “…turn right, track 170”. The pilot’s comments state that, “…by briefing it (i.e., take-off), it’s actually putting into, right in to our minds…some of it can be done from memory”.

These ‘information strategies’ were identified through iteration of four stages of analysis, refining the key words or structure of sentences that were repeated several types. For example, comment 03:08 shows how pilots briefed the departure and several minutes later the co-pilot executed briefed actions simultaneously recalling information briefed (e.g. ‘heading 095, 1000 feet or 1 TAC’). To identify similar strategies we searched the transcript for similar situations where information briefed was recalled.

We also found that pilots used an ‘information strategy’ to help them recall required information by constructing future references using a timeline-sequence structure, which later in the flight triggered recollection of the required action to be executed.

These are only few examples of the strategies employed by the pilots in information utilisation identified in automated and non-automated flight.

**Information Evolution Throughout the Flight**

The four-stage analysis resembles tracing a ‘spider-web’ of information and no matter where the researcher starts until most of the routes that makes the picture complete are identified the analysis is not finished.

The analysis revealed that all information pilots use is connected or related to other pieces of information via an ‘information structure’ or an ‘information strategy’. The information pilots used was constantly evolving. Pilots used strategies to update and generate new references (i.e., ‘referenced information’) to keep up with evolving information. Pilots applied ‘information strategies’ using ‘referenced information’ and ‘information structures’ to maintain flight path and the required aircraft behaviour.

As a result of the analysis a model emerged illustrating how pilots acquire and use information. A model consisting of eight phases is given that shows the spiral of how pilots acquire and use information, how information evolves and how pieces of information relate to other ‘referenced information’ (see Fig. 2). The model evolves into a spiral at each progression through eight phases, representing pilot’s progression of acquiring information, gain knowledge and experience.

The **first phase** of information progression represents that the pilot has an existing knowledge based on experience, for example an existing ‘information structure’, such stages of the flight or steps in the operating procedure. For example, Air Traffic Control calls, and flight briefs, are strategies that the pilot has acquired through training and on-line operation. This first phase would also include a request for new flight information. At this point the pilots will build on the existing knowledge (i.e., previously used ‘referenced information’ and ‘information structures’) and experience (e.g. ‘information strategies’, such as ‘brief”), adding new information to old ‘information structures’ for example.

The **second phase** represents the acquisition of all new information related to the flight. All information regarding this flight will be introduced during this phase, the brief, the planning of the route, route related weather and restrictions. The second phase is also the beginning of the information acquisition phase and the processing of new information that continues through the next four phases.

The **third phase** of information acquisition involves identifying alternative airports and all the related information for alternative arrangements, such as additional route calculations, relevant weather and restrictions on route (e.g. height, speed, no-fly zone). New flight regulations and restrictions that are relevant or have been introduced will also be introduced in this phase.

The **fourth phase** is the choice of information acquisition and this is where new solutions, identification, division of work and problems are assigned between pilots. At this phase new information is generated out of all information previously acquired prior to the flight. The calculation of relevant-to-the-flight-information-references happens at this phase. If this phase is to be associated with a flight stage, it would be a ‘brief before take-off’, a ‘brief’ before a significant event or a ‘brief’ due to a change in original flight plan, containing more new information.
Figure 2. Evolution of Information Flow

The **fifth phase** involves organising information. This is where pilots group and align references that they later use in flight. At this phase the information gets sorted into structures to assist pilots in implementation of their strategies.

The **sixth phase** is the end of information acquisition and beginning of information use. All new acquired ‘referenced information’ and ‘information structures’ are compared with existing references and structures that pilots hold in their mind. All pieces of information fall into place; the blend of information, structures, new and old happens in this phase in the pilots mind. Pilots compose the references in their mind and position them on the display relative to other information or relative to already existing references. All information is connected and dependent on each other, and the links are established. This is the point of clarity. In this phase the information is not likely to change its position, unless a change in flight plan or situation occurs.

The **seventh phase** is the flight execution phase. All the ‘information strategies’, for example, ‘maintain’, ‘monitor’ and ‘scan’, pilots use to fly the aircraft are implemented here on the basis of newly acquired and organised information, and previous experience.

The **eighth phase** involves turning all newly attained information, such as ‘referenced information’ and ‘information structures’ into knowledge and experience. The iterations through the spiral bring the pilot to a new level, the phase one, with added knowledge and experience from the last flight. New iterations through the eight phases is triggered by a new flight or a change to the flight plan.

**Conclusion**

This paper demonstrated how a three-step approach without interruptions can elicit information that pilot require to fly the aircraft efficiently. The first two steps involved the use a headmounted video-camera’s that provided a pilot with his own point-of-view to be a valuable cue to recollect the activities in flight and guide the researcher to information that is vital in a complex and demanding environment. Instead, of a researcher imposing their interpretation of the information structure, the relevance and meaningfulness of the information structure is derived from pilots’ activities. That is, in our study throughout the flight the pilot’s own-point-of-view, their activities and pilots’ recollection of events were the source of all data acquired.
As a result of this study a model of Information Flow (Fig. 2) emerged, that shows how ‘referenced information’, ‘information structures’ and ‘information strategies’ evolve. This has been depicted diagrammatically (see Fig. 2) and shows how complex the evolution of information is during piloting of the aircraft. It shows how information is coming from many sources, is constantly changing, and being affected by events throughout the flight. Additionally, the model shows that pilot’s have stored ‘referenced information’, ‘information structures’ and ‘information strategies’, which are regularly used and evolve. In related work (Solodilova, Lintern & Johnson, 2005) we show that these references, structures and strategies are poorly supported in current displays and consequently can be a source for pilots’ confusion and misunderstanding of automation. In a previous paper (Solodilova & Johnson, 2004) we show that the use of references, structures and strategies to inform design can produce more efficient displays, where pilots perform twice as fast and with less error.

A further conclusion from this data analysis is that pilots already have existing information structures and pieces of information that are significant to them. We need to use the results of this study indicating how pilots use the information, structures and strategies to the advantage of pilots and to help design engineers in the design of information space in the glass cockpit.

The information layout of new glass cockpit interfaces should support ‘referenced information’, ‘information structures’, and ‘information strategies’ that evolved for over a century. The substantial amount of references and structures that pilots use, learned since they started to fly, should be the main source inspiration. Instead of inventing new ways of presenting information Pilot’s own information use strategies should be supported and used.
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Appendix

From original two-stage to a modified cued-recall-debrief procedure with the use of head-mounted camera on the operator

The pilot viewed a replay of a video footage taken with his head-mounted camera and spoke about his recollection of mental events associated with his decisions and choices that were made based on information he had. Pilot spoke about recollections that were recorded (audio only) onto a new video tape together with the original video footage. The audio recording of recollection were synchronized with the action captured by original video footage.

Omodei et al (1997) argue through the review of cognitive theories and literature that perception of own point-of-view footage triggers:
- recollection of mental events associated with decisions/information made at the time of original recording
- recollection of essential temporal aspects of cognitive processes (i.e. important for interface design)

Recollection of:
(a) perceptual schemata rooted in locomotion & activity; recall of kinesthetic memories (giving additional cues to recall)
(b) non-verbal phenomena/holistic/intuitive information at the time
(c) put inchoate experience into words (hard to acquire such information through questions or just external video footage)
(d) motivation, memories, affects
(e) recall of pre-verbal experiences (rather than a coherent & logical progression story prompted by interviewer)
(f) retrieval of episodic memory that is organized by time, place and perceptual characteristics

Through:
(a) motion of the camera and activity of the operator (Neisser, 1976)
(b) perceptual cues synchronized in time and space, i.e. visual, audio & recollection of previous knowledge used in the action of taped events
(c) replay and pause
(d) recall of non-verbal cues
(e) cued by specific items, rather than cued by questions (Cantor, et al 1985)

Operators’ real-world observation
Observation takes place in a realistic environment that places realistic demands on the operators in comparison to any laboratory observations and questionnaires (Omodei et al 1997)

Head-mounted-camera on the operator as methods of collecting information
Minimum distortion of the complexity and the dynamics of these experiences (Omodei et al 1997)
Less likely to distort subject’s experience, i.e., ‘out of sight, out of mind’
- Continuous
- Non-intrusive
- Non-reactive
- In real-time

Use of head-mounted-camera footage for cued-recall-debrief:
Valid and reliable reports on participants own experience (McLennan, Omodei, & Rich, 1997; Omodei, Wearing, & McLennan, 1998)
Operator does not take it personally because he/she cannot see and not conscious of him/herself when watching a replay

Powerful stimulus for evoking recall, based on review of cognitive theories (Omodei at el 1997)

The closest match between the initial and the replayed visual perspectives
Recall a wide range of cognitive and affective experiences (Omodei at el 1997)

Accuracy and comprehensiveness of recalled material is greatly enhanced being cued from ‘own-point-of-view’ video replay (Omodei, Wearing, & McLennan, 1998)

Omodei et al (1997) study a decision making process in dynamic, safety and time-critical environment; This study focuses on informational that help pilots make decision and operate in a similar demanding environment

This study uncovers information cues that pilots use to help them operate in the complex environment hence the adjustments in the approach

Modified to a one stage process i.e. re-playing only once

Refined questions directed at information use

During the aircraft operation the footage captures cues that are pre-verbal, intuitive and holistic

The goal is not only capture visual cues, but capture sufficient sensory cues to help pilots recall their inner information processing, in order to cue pilots during a debrief session, capturing the way pilots work with information during operation.

This method helps to capture the reality without altering information or course of events. During a debrief pilots relive the flight again from their ‘point of view’.

The aim is to identify cues and information pilots need at any point and throughout the flight.